
Improving listening through
songs 



Any chance to hear English is helpful.Any chance to hear English is helpful.

Even if it’s just putting on

background music during

mealtimes, playtimes or when

you’re travelling. But to really

improve your English, you will

need to listen carefully. 



That is because learning English
through songs is very interesting

and fun, the rhythm contained in a
song can help to remember words
better, and also it increases our

vocabulary.

We can learn language through
various media, such as song or
music. Learning English through

songs can increase your enthusiasm
for learning English better. 

In addition, learning English from
songs and is very simple and

practical because we can access
the songs via our smartphone which

we can do anywhere.



To practice listening let’s
do following exercises.

Step 1. 
Choose a song.

Let’s take
"Counting stars"
by One republic  



Step 2. Listen to the song carefully,
are the words in bold right or wrong?

Put a plus (+) or a minus (-). 



               Counting stars - Считая звезды                          А                    В                    

    Lately I been, I been having sleep                                         1._______       __________                 
Dreaming about the things that we could be                    2.________        _____________
But mum, I've been, I've been praying hard                       3.________        _____________
Said, "No more counting money,                                         4.________        _____________
we'll be counting stars                                                        5.________        _____________

Yeah, we'll be counting stars                                                 
I see this life, like a swinging vine                                         6.________        _____________
Swing my  head across the line                                             7.________        _____________
And in my hand is flashing signs                                             8.________        _____________
Seek it out and ye shall find                                                 9.________       _____________
Old, but I'm not that short                                                   10.________      _____________
Young, but I'm not that bold                                                11.________      _____________
And I don't think the world is sold                                        12.________      _____________
On just doing what we're said                                               13.________       _____________
I like something so right                                                          14.________       _____________
Doing the wrong thing                                                              15.________       _____________



Step 3. Listen to the song again. And
check  yourself


